We prove that termination is undecidable for non-length-increashlg string rewriting systems, using linear-bounded automala. On the other hand, we prove the undecidability of confluence for terminating rewriting systems when temas begin by a fixed symbol. These two results illustrate that sometimes restriction of problem to recognizable donaains modify decidability properties, sometimes it does not. (We only consider finite terms).
Introduction
With two problems, we prove the influence of initial configurations on rewliting decision properties. The first problem concerns termination, and the second, confluence.
Tel~aination problems are fundamental in rewliting because they COl:espond to program termination for all data [Dershowitz & Jouannaud] . Many tel~nation criteria have been studied [Dershowitz] but, generally, termination is undecidable, even for one left-linear rule [Dauchet] or for a semi-Thue system [Huet & Lankford] . Termination problems for one lineal'-:aale or one 1"ale on words remain open. But in this last case, if the rule is non-length-increasing, termination is clearly decidable.
Here, we prove undecidability of termination of non-length-increasing slaf~g rewriting systems (i.e. non-length-increasing semi-Thue systems). This problem is similar to lineea'-bounded automata termination [Book] and has been stated in the case of graphs by Litovsky and Metivier [Litovsky & Metivier] . Therefore we revisit a paper of Hooper [Hooper] , in which he studied tel~nination of Tutng machines and proved that termination is undecidable for linearbounded automata, and mo:~ generally, for Tu:Sng machines. Using technics suggested by Hooper, we prove dh'ectly undecidability of termination for non-length-increasing string rewriting systems.
In a first part, we consta'uct a class of linear bounded automata whose termination is reduced to the Post con'espondance problem. This result is well-known but we use our construction in the second pro% and obselwe that undecidability subsists if we suppress the constraint of beginning from an initial configuration. In the thh'd pal% we want to bring a fact out: the link between decidability and recognizable restaSctions on terms. Recognizable resla-iction means that terms belong to a recognizable language. Therefore, in opposition to this lh'st result, we prove that confluence for terminating rewriting systems becomes undecidable if we resta'ict terms configuration to some recognizable set. (It is well-known that confluence is decidable for noetherian rewriting systems [Newman] ). Confluence on recognizable ~ee languages is interesting because these languages are sorts (the finite automaton being the signature). Note that Otto proves that confluence on some congraence class is undecidable [Otto] but congruence classes are generally not recognizable.
I -T e r m i n a t i o n o f l i n e a r -b o u n d e d a u t o m a t a
Linear-bounded automata have been created by Myhill [Myhill] and very studied since [Kuroda] . In pm~icular, Hooper studied the undecidability of termination of Turing machine and linear-bounded automata [Hooper] . He called this problem immortality problem. Moreovel; Hopcroft and Ullman showed that to evely linear-bounded automaton, we can associate an equivalent terminating line,'u'-bounded automaton [Hopcroft & Ullman] . In this part, we prove dft'ectly the undecidability of termination for a class of lineea'-bounded automata which restore theft" initial configuration when they do not stop, using a suitable construction for the more general result of the second part. (LBA) can be seen as a particulm" Tul"ing machine. Its tape is an input/output tape whose length is linemly dependent of data length. A LBA is a sextuple (E,F,Q,Qo,Qf, A ), where E is the data alphabet, F the work alphabet, Q is the states set, Q0 the initial states set, Qfthe final states set, A is the next-move function. We suppose that the tape has the form #<d>#, where #,<,> are never modified and d is the data.
Vocabulary : We use Turing machines notions : instantaneous description, initial configuration, computation step, computation,. More precisely :
-an instantaneous desoSption (denoted ID) is a writing #<mlqam2>#. It means that the head is reading the letter a, the word m 1 is on the left and m 2 is on the fight, and q is the machine state.
-an initial configuration is an instantaneous description #<qm># where q is an initial state. -a step computation ID 1 ~ ID 2 means we can go from ID 1 to ID 2 with a transition of A. -a computation is a succession of computation steps from an initial configuration ID 1 to a final configuration IDf. We ,'u'e not interested in the result but in the computation stop. Therefo~e, final configuration is not important. But we need two notions : beginning of computation and sub-computation : Post correspondanee problem : [Post] The Post correspondance problem P(q),V) over an alphabet X is given by two morphisms qo and V from I* to X*. P(qo,v) is solvable if and only if there exists m I in I + such that tP(mi) = v(mi). The Post corl"espondance problem is well-known undecidable.
We m-e working on a specific class of deterministic LBA, denoted Apost, associated to the Post problem. A machine Aq0~ of this class is associated to two morphisms q0 and V . If the tape of A~pV contains two words m I and m x, such that m X = q0(mI) = xg(mi) then the machine loops passing by its initial configuration again. Definition 1-3 : Apost is a set of LBA associated to the Post problem. Apost = ( A~o~ = (2,F, Qg~,(qo },O,A) [ qo and V two morphisms from I* to X* }, with • E = I u X u {<,>}, I and X two disjoint finite alphabets. . P = E u I u X, X and I constructed from X and I: for all x in X, x is in X and for all i in I, ~ is in i.
• Q~pv is the set of the states of the automaton A~p~. 
-
The tape contains the data ab32123. So the initial configuration is #<q0ab32123># -The machine searches for the last non overlined letter of I. It is b. The configuration is now #<aq2b32123>#. -The machine overlines b. The configuration is #<abqq~(b)132123># -The machine vel~fies that 3 is the first letter of q0(b). Since it is Wae, it overlines the letter 1. The configuration is #<ab--Jqq~(b)22123>#.
It verifies that 2 is the second letter of q0(b) and overlines it. Since cp(b) contains only two letters, the machine searches for the non overlined letter of I the most on the right. It is a. The configuration is now #<qretab32123>#.
-The machine overlines a. The configuration is #<~q~o(a)lb32123>#.
-It searches for the first non overlined letter of X. It is 1. The configuration is #<ab32qq~(a) 1123>#.
It verifies that 1 is the first letter of q0(a). Since it is ta'ue, it overlines it. The configuration is #<ab321qq~(a)223>#.
In the same way, the automaton overlines 2 and 3, the second and the third lettel~ of cp(a). The configuration is #qret<ab32123># -There is no more non overlined letter of I. So the automaton replaces the overlined letters by the same non overlined letters, verifying that all the data is overlined. The configuration is #<ab32123qreset>#.
The head goes to the letter of I the most on the fight. It is b. The configuration is #<aqagainb32123># -As before, the machine overlines b and searches for the image of b by V. It is 321. The configuration is #<aq~et b32123># -The machine overlines a and searches for the image of a by ~. It is 23. The configu17ttion is now # q'ret <ab32123># -There is no more letter of I non overlined. So the automaton replaces the overlined letters by the same non overlined letters, verifying that all the tape is overlined. The configuration is #<ab32123t~set ># -Now, the machine has verified that the data had the form #<~am'># with q0(m) = ag(m) = m'.
represents the milTor of the word m.
The initial configuration is restored when the Post colTespondance problem P(q0,V) is satisfied. The configuration is #<q0ab32123>#.
Example 2:
The tape contains the word a132. The initial configuration is #<q0a132># -The machine overlines a. The configuration is #<~q~o(a)1132>.# -It vel~fies that 1 is the first letter of qo(a) and overlines it. The configuration is now #<,a-]'q~o(a)232>#
Lemma 1-1 :

For all machines of the class Apost, if the initial configuration is not proper then the machine stops.
Proof: Using the definition of the machine.
Lemma 1-2 :
For all machines in Aeost starting fi'om a proper initial configuration #<qornlmx>#, machine loops passin.g by its initial configuration again if and only if m X = (P(ml) = ~(ml). (
1) Termination in undecidable for the class Al, os t (2) If an automaton A q~ loops for a data d then it passes by its initial configuration again.
Proof: (1) According to lemmas t-1 and 1-2, Aq0~ loops if and only if m X = ~P(mI) = ~(mI). But it is not decidable wether cP(mi) = ~(mi) (Post conespondance problem). Therefore, termination of the class Apost is undecidable.
(2) From lemma 1-2, if the machine loops then it passes by its initial configuration again. Ll
Lemma 1-3 :
If there exists a computation which loops firm some configuration (not necessarily reachable) then there exists a beginning of computation starting fi'om a proper initial configuration which loops.
Proof: See appendix II.
II -T e r m i n a t i o n o f n o n -l e n g t h -i n c r e a s i n g s t r i n g r e w r i t i n g systems
We want to prove that termination of non-length-increasing stling rewriting systems is undecidable.
Definition 2-1 : A non-length-increasing string rewriting system is a system where rules have the form 1 --~ r with 111 >_ lrl. 1 ~md r air words.
A pal~icular class of non-length-increasing string rewriting systems is the class of lengthpl'eselwing s~ing rewriting systems. Definition 2-2 : A length-preserw;ng string rewriting system is a system where rules have the form 1 --9 r with Ill = 11"i . 1 and r are words.
We construct a class Rpost of rewriting systems associated to the class Apost of machines studied before: I and X are the two alphabets considered in paragraph I. X = {#,<,>} u I u X. We construct I' and I" from I, X' and X" fiom X, and Z', I;" fi'om Z : Va ~ Z,a' E Z' et a" ~ Z". Q is a finite alphabet, disjoint from Z. From a machine A(pW of the class Apost, we construct the rewriting system R(p'.V. For all transitions (ql,al) --)A (a2,q2,Ri), for all a,b in 1;, we construct the rule: a'qla I "b" --or( a'a2'q2b" and for all transitions (ql,ai) --~A (a2,q2,Le), for all a,b in Z, we construct the rule: a ' b ' q l a l " --~R a'q2b"a2"-(intuitively, x' is a letter on the left side of the tape head, and x" a letter on the fight side.)
Rpost is a class of length-preselwing string rewriting systems.
Notation : to simplify, we write A for Aq)~ and R for the associated system Rq0",tr. In the decomposition given by lemma 2-1, we suppose w 1 = mla I "u l, w i = bi'mi+lai+ I "ui+ 1 for 1 < i < n+l and Wn+ 1 = bn'mn+ 1 [] Definition 2-3 : Let m be a word of (Z' u Z" u Q)*. We define the signature o f m by -I f m E (Z' u Q)*.(Z" u Q)* then its signature is the empty set. -Else, m can be mitten in one way mlal"Ulb l'...mnan''unbn'mn+ 1 and its signature is the set of occurences of letters ai". An occurence is denoted by the length of the shorted prefix of m containing this occurence.
We remark that the signature underlines the occurences of letters of Z", the successor of which is in Z', without consideration of the states of Q. Remea'k: a and b ,'u'e never read by the machine and mark the end of the tape (instead of #).
L e m m a 2-4 : m E (Z'+.Q.Z"+), ra ---~R m' ¢~ C(m) --+A C(m').
Proof: ~) To the word m, we associate the configuration C(m). The rules of R have the following two forms: (rl) a ' q l a l " b " --->R a'a2'q2b", for some a and b in Z.
(1"2) a'b'qla 1'' --*R a'q2b"a2", for some a and b in 2. 1st case : rule (1"1). To apply (rl) on m, m should be of fol~a v ' a ' q l a l " b " w " , v' E 2'*, w" ~ 2"*. Then C(m) = vaqlalbW. We know that m - (1"1) Q.E ''+. To c~ we associate the A configuration : C(o). We cannot apply a rule on v I and v 2 , so we apply it on a. Hence o --~R .... According to temma 2-4, C(o) "->A-.-2) else m = mla l ' ' u l b I 'm2a2"u2b 2'...mn+ 1 = WlW2...Wn+ t (lemma 2-2). From lemma 2-3, m ->R t ¢=~ t = t 1 ...tn+ 1 with wi~l'R t i. Therefore, if the rewriting is infinite, there exists a w i such that rewriting restricted to w i is infinite. But we know that w i c (E' u Q)*.(2" ~3 Q)*, so we can use the precedent case. O Theorem 2-1 : Termination of length-preserving string rewriting systems is undecidable.
Proof: It suffices to verify that consmaction which associates a string rewriting system Rcpv to the linem'-bounded automaton Aq0~r reduces termination problem in class Apost to termination problem for length-preserving string rewriting systems. For that, we can remm'k that proposition 1-2, lemma 1-3 and temma 2-6 involve that if Rq0~ does not tel~inate neither do AqW. Indeed, if RqW does not terminate, Aq0~ passes by a proper initial configuration again from which it loops. From Lemma 2-5 we obtain the converse of the theorem. UI
Corollary 2-2 :
Termination of non-length-increasing string rewriting system is undecidable.
Remark : Aq W could loop from a non-reachable configuration and stopped from every initial configm'atious. Therefore it could terminate in the machine sense, without assure termination for Rq0gt. Lemma 1-3 avoids this problem.
III -Undecidability of confluence of terminating rewriting systems on qA*
In this section, we want to show that pl"opel~ies for linem'-bounded antomata cannot always be Ixanslated for non-length-increasing sta'ing rewriting systems. Indeed, for a linem'-bounded automaton we start from an initial configuration, where the tape head is on the left side of the tape. That should mean, for a rewriting system, that we work on words stm'ting by a special letter symbolizing initial state of line,'u'-bounded automaton.
Definition 3-1 : [Hueq A rewriting system is confluent if for all u that reduces to two terms t and t' there exists v such that t and t' reduce to v.
Theorem 3-1 : ~ewman] Confluence is decidable for terminating rewriting systems.
It is well known that confluence and ground confluence (confluence restricted to terms without vm'iables) are not equivalent. In particulm', ground confluence is undecidable for terminating term rewriting systems. Confluence implies ground confluence but the converse is false. Nevel~heless, the following identification lemma shows that we can identify confluence of any semi-Thue system S with both confluence and ground confluence of the COlTesponding term rewriting system S'.
Identification i e m m a :
Let S be a semi-Thue system over a (non ranked) alphabet Z. We associate to S the term rewriting system S" over the ranked alphabet Y, ' = {a(x) 
/ x c Z) u {$}. ($ is a constant). S' = (l(x) ~ r(x) / l ~ r e S) Then t "r S u ¢~ t(x) ~S' u(x) ¢~ t($) ~S" u($) proof: obvious El
As a corollm~¢, confluence of S, confluence and ground confluence of S' coincide. From now, we use this identification and work only in the word case. We describe in this paragraph a terminating rewriting system. This system is not confluent on words of A* and its confluence is undecidable on qA*, q a fixed symbol of A.
Let Aq0~ be a machine of class Apost studied in p m I. We associate to this machine an alphabet: A = Qq0wu X w {q, qyes, Y, N}. We modify the machine Aqw. We remote the last transitions which make the machine loop. Therefore, if the data has the form ~lm' with m' = q~(m) = N(m), the machine goes to the configuration #qend<r~-a'># and stops. To this new automaton, we associate a rewrite system R1. It contains all the roles simulating the transitions of the machine: A n'ansition of form (q,a) ---~Aqog (b,q',Le) is associated to the role hqa --~R1 q'hb, a, b, h in A and q, q' in Qqw; A transition of form (q,a) --~A(p~t (b,q',Ri) is associated to the rule qa --~R1 bq', a, b, in A and q, q' in Qq0~. Moreovel; RI contains the rules: qend < --~R1 qyes V a E A-{#} qyes a --~RI qyes qyes # --')R1 Y q --~R1 <q0
We consider now this rewriting system R2: V f~ A-{Y, N}, f---)R2 N V a e A, Y a~R 2 N V a E A, Na --)R2 N R is the system constituted by the roles of R1 and R2. R is te17ninating. Proof: -if u does not start by N neither by Y . Then applying the rule f --')R2 N and possibly the rules of form Na "-)R2 N we obtain the reduction u "*R N. So N is in IRR(u). Remark: S can be choosen very simple. For example, S is the set of terms of root q.
